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Easter has come and gone however in our preparation forEaster has come and gone however in our preparation for

this holiday, we received some valuable information fromthis holiday, we received some valuable information from

our young patrons that needs to be shared with you. As weour young patrons that needs to be shared with you. As we

set out to a fun Easter activity, we found ourselvesset out to a fun Easter activity, we found ourselves

perplexed: perplexed: How exactly does the Easter Bunny deliverHow exactly does the Easter Bunny deliver
eggs?eggs?  Here are some of the answers we received... Here are some of the answers we received... 

“In an egg shaped motorcycle with an egg shaped basket.”

“Hides it in the playground at papa’s house, and we get candy.”

“The Easter bunny hides the eggs at one place and then goes to another place and hides more
eggs.”

“He drives a car or walks to our house.”

“At night and it sneaks very quietly and he puts it deep where no one can find them, except little
kids and moms and dads, and even God. Especially God, because God knows.”

“He hops from house to house with his basket full of eggs that his magic chickens lay. They lay
candy filled eggs instead of baby chicken eggs.”

“Um, the bunny gives them to me in my mouth.”

“He brings his eggs from his ship and sets them up. Then the kids can go find them and eat
candy magic!”

“Well.... First everyone needs to go to sleep! AND THEN, he puts eggs on shelves, and curtains,
and counters, AND the stove! And then he puts them in your room maybe.”

“He makes candy from the candy machine and then he puts the candy in eggs and then he puts
the eggs in people’s front yards.”

“How he does it is he bounces and bounces and bounces. Then goes to his Easter Bunny sleigh,
like Santa has a sleigh that’s magic right? And has flying bunnies that go and deliver the baskets
to all the kids.”

“They use their ears to fly.”

“He has a big basket of eggs filled with candy and he goes to houses all around the world and
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delivers them.”

“By hopping with eggies in his bellies.”

To stay informed and get the latest announcements on all of our programs and activities, be sureTo stay informed and get the latest announcements on all of our programs and activities, be sure

to to follow our Facebook Pagefollow our Facebook Page..
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